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LIFE SUPPORT BY LAND ROVER
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When it comes to personal security there is no room for compromise. For those living and working in an environment with any form of threat, there is only one choice.

Life Support by Land Rover combines all the qualities of one of the most innovative 4X4 vehicles on the road with comprehensive protection for driver and

Be prepared. Lessen your risk at every possible opportunity. At home and at work you will doubtless be secure. Away from them is where you are at your most vulnerable.

passengers alike. Complemented by a range of options that include specialist armoured vehicle driver training and Global After Sales support.

A situation which Land Rover understands well. And one where Life Support comes into its own.

Where security is paramount, Life Support is essential.
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THE ARMOURED RANGE ROVER. AN OVERVIEW
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Unrivalled sophistication, powerful performance and assured ‘urban off-road’ capability. The Armoured Range Rover can hold its head high in the city or in a rural environment.

complemented by its confidence off-road. Self-assurance which takes it places an armoured sedan could not contemplate going. An imposing, powerful, yet discrete

And it does just that. Its command driving position putting it head and shoulders above the crowd, helping anticipate dangerous situations and diminishing the element of surprise.

presence, the Armoured Range Rover is virtually undistinguishable from the original. More than capable of coping in the world's most hostile surroundings, it is equally

A born leader. The capabilities of the Armoured Range Rover are beyond compare. It is quite simply the world's most complete luxury 4X4, with an impressive on-road performance

at home when mixing in the most civilized company.
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INTELLIGENT. CONFIDENT. CAPABLE.
The Armoured Range Rover is a powerful performer. With a 306bhp V8 4.4 litre engine and six speed
automatic transmission at the heart of its legendary driving force. While 4-channel ABS, Hill Descent
Control, Dynamic Stability Control and Four-wheel Electronic Traction Control empower it with
remarkable capabilities for the trickiest of situations.

Always offering more, the Armoured Range Rover includes a rear view camera, providing a revealing
secondary view outside the vehicle when reversing; Premium Navigation, a touch-screen DVD-based
satellite navigation system; for night-time driving, the Bi-Xenon Adaptive Front Lighting System
which reacts to steering angle, speed and vehicle movement as it follows the curve of the road;
and advanced communications via the Personal Telephone Integration System.

Its masterly performance and innovative technology equalled by a superb level of craftsmanship and
in-cabin comfort. Touch-screen display and automatic air-conditioning ensure the driver remains in
control and cool-headed, at all times.
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CRAFTED. COMMANDING. CONTROLLED.

SPACIOUS. SOPHISTICATED. SECURE.

0-SAFETY IN 15 SECONDS

A few seconds makes all the difference. It's enough time to escape safely from a life threatening situation. And it's valuable time which the Armoured Range Rover
can buy you. Its distinctive height advantage; the ability to go off-road if necessity dictates; plus effective armouring against high velocity bullets and explosives,
make it the perfect vehicle when security is an issue.
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ENGINEERED TO PERFECTION
The Armoured Range Rover provides optimum occupant protection whilst minimising the impact of
additional weight on the vehicle's performance. Intelligent Land Rover engineering has been applied
wherever possible to reduce this impact on the vehicle's formidable capability.

Unlike many armoured SUV’s, the Armoured Range Rover's under-skin protection extends to the very
back of the vehicle. Whilst ISOCLIMA glazing ensures high level protection with optical clarity.

Specific modifications include 6 pot Alcon front brakes and 4 pot Alcon rear brakes for superb braking
performance. And air suspension for excellent ride quality and practical functionality. All backed up by
the reassurance that the Armoured Range Rover has undergone exactly the same durability approval
testing as all other Land Rover vehicles.
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UNSURPASSED ARMOURING HERITAGE
Centigon is the world's largest and most experienced vehicle armouring company. Its impressive
research and development facilities and unmatched real world experience make it the global
leader in armoured mobile security. And therefore the natural choice as Land Rover's
armouring partner.

The Armoured Range Rover is the awe-inspiring result of this formidable partnership.
The product of the complete integration of Land Rover and Centigon's design and engineering
operations. Delivering a high level of protection that has earned it a peerless reputation for
tough luxury in many of the world's toughest arenas.

Thorough pre-production testing of all armouring materials.

I n te r w o v e n Kev l a r fi b r e p r o v i d e s u n d e r- f l o o r p r o te c t i o n .

Bullet resistant glazing designed to withstand a comprehensive range
of hand guns and assault rifles.
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WHEN THE GOING GETS TOUGH
The Armoured Range Rover provides unrivalled protection and personal security to driver and passengers alike.
Bullet resistant glazing, ballistic steel armouring and under-floor Kevlar protection all go towards ensuring it can
withstand attack including that by high velocity, high calibre bullets.

In the case of an emergency you can also rely on the standard-fit run flat tyres to take you for up to 30 kilometres
following loss of pressure. Whilst extra protection comes in the form of options including under-bonnet fire
extinguisher, tamper proof exhaust, self-sealing fuel tank and an independent oxygen supply to ensure a
continuous flow of fresh air to the cabin.
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A R M O U R E D R A N G E R O V E R P R O T E C T I O N C A PA B I L I T Y

LEAVING NOTHING TO CHANCE

Threat

Class

Ty p e o f W e a p o n

Calibre

Ty p e o f b u l l e t

Mass
g

therefore an integral part of our engineering process, ensuring each consignment of armouring materials
meets stringent European and UK armouring standards.

LIGHT
ARMOURED
VEHICLES

Armouring is a serious business, demanding the highest levels of quality control. Rigorous testing is

Te s t R a n g e
m

Te s t C o n d i t i o n
Bullet Velocity
m /s

Nb o f
Shot

Hit Spacing
mm

B2

Handgun

PM UZI

9mm Luger

FJ ( 1 ) R N / S C

8,0 +/-0,1

5,0 +/-0,5

400 +/-10

3

120 +/-10

B3

Handgun

357 S/W

357 Mag

FJ ( 1 ) / C B / S C

10,2 +/-0,1

5,0 +/-0,5

430 +/-10

3

120 +/-10

B4

Handgun

44 S/W

44 Mag

FJ ( 2 ) / F N / S C

15,6 +/-0,1

5,0 +/-0,5

440 +/-10

3

120 +/-10

B4+

Rifle

AK 47

7, 6 2 * 3 9

FJ ( 1 ) / R N / S C P 3

8,0 +/-0,1

10 +/-0,5

710 +/-10

3

120 +/-10

B5

Rifle

M16A2/Famas G2

5,56*45 (a)

FJ ( 2 ) / P B / S C P 1

4, 0 + / - 0 , 1

10 +/-0,5

950 +/-10

3

120 +/-10

B6

Rifle

M 6 0 / M 1 4 / FA L F N

7, 6 2 * 5 1 ( b )

FJ ( 1 ) / P B / S C

9,5 +/-0,1

10 +/-0,5

830 +/-10

3

120 +/-10

B6

Rifle

A K 74

5,45*39

FJ ( 1 ) / P B / S C P 2

3,45 +/-0,1

10 +/-0,5

910 +/-10

3

120 +/-10

N /A

Explosive

T N T, S E 4 o r
equivalent

N /A

N /A

15,000

3

N /A

1

N /A

recognition globally than QinetiQ. Proving its resistance to a comprehensive range of hand guns and rifles,
as well as side blast testing from high-explosive materials, QinetiQ has validated the Armoured

F U L LY
ARMOURED
VEHICLES

In the field of vehicle ballistics and blast testing, few other independent organisations enjoy more

Range Rover as a full B6 Level Armoured Vehicle.

The vehicle provides protection in accordance with European standard EN1063 levels BR5 & BR6. QinetiQ specification QinetiQ/FST/CRMV/SPEC012351/2.0.
The vehicle successfully passed a side blast test in accordance with QinetiQ specification QinetiQ/05/01202.
Testing: actual gun or equiv barrel
Sample storage 12 hours @18+/-0.5˚C
Test temperature 18+/-0.5˚C
Size sample 500*500+/-5mm
Witness aluminium foil 0.2mm 54g/m2

FJ(1)=full steel jacket (plated)
FJ(2)=full copper alloy jacket
CB=coned bullet
FN=flat nose bullet
RN=round nose bullet
PB=pointed bullet

SC=soft core (lead)
SCP1=soft core (lead) with steel penetrator (type SS109)
SCP2=soft core (lead) with steel penetrator
SCP3=soft core (lead) with steel penetrator (type PS)
(a) to achieve the stated values for 5.56*45mm the
recommended barrel twist length=178+/-10mm
(b) to achieve the stated values for Class B7 the
recommended barrel twist length=254+/-10mm

Safe and sound. Blast testing with hi-explosive material takes its toll on this Armoured Range Rover, but most importantly, any occupants would have survived without serious injury.
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I N D E P E N D E N T O X Y G E N S U P P LY *

SURVIVAL OF THE FITTEST

INTERCOM SYSTEM

BALLISTIC STEEL ARMOURING

REAR VIEW CAMERA**

B U L L E T R E S I S TA N T G L A Z I N G

BI-XENON ADAPTIVE FRONT HEADLIGHTS
S E L F - S E A L I N G F U E L TA N K *

TA M P E R P R O O F E X H A U S T *

R U N F L AT T Y R E S W I T H 3 0 K M R A N G E

*AVAIL ABLE AS AN OPTIONAL EXTRA
* * A U T O M AT I C A L LY A C T I V AT E S W H E N R E V E R S E G E A R I S S E L E C T E D

U N D E R- F LO O R K EV L A R P R OT E CT I O N

PERSONAL SERVICE
There are many issues involved in the purchase of an armoured vehicle and your personal security is something
we take very seriously. Land Rover therefore provides each client with an individual quality of service to match the
uniqueness of their vehicle. All with absolute confidentiality.

Exceptionally experienced in the armouring sector, a dedicated Land Rover security consultant works closely with
customers, guiding them through every aspect of their purchase, ensuring that all their needs and specific
requirements are met throughout the entire manufacturing process. And to give complete peace of mind,
they will also arrange for a personal visit to the armouring facility, if required.

Our dedicated consultants make the purchasing process a seamless experience and ensure the punctual and
efficient delivery of your Armoured Range Rover to any destination in the world (subject to UK government
export license approval).
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AFTER SALES SUPPORT
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Life Support is about making sure you are well prepared at all times. Which is why our service extends far beyond the delivery of your vehicle. The Armoured Range Rover

relationship and provide product familiarisation and instruction on maintenance. Subsequent visits are for servicing and pre-service assessment where necessary. Our aim

comes with a factory approved Land Rover warranty as standard. In addition, Global After Sales support is an optional package comprising a number of scheduled visits

is to ensure customers are provided with the highest level of security and service at all times and in the case of any emergency, there is a dedicated 24-hour help line.

per year by a dedicated Land Rover technician, to wherever your vehicle is located (subject to travel restrictions). An initial visit will establish our personal after sales

And where necessary a technician can be quickly dispatched to assess the problem and take appropriate action. Further details are available on request.
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ARMOURED VEHICLE DRIVER TRAINING

There is more to Life Support than innovative armouring. Driving skills and risk assessment are other essential ingredients. Lives can depend on it. Whilst the Armoured

From flat tyre driving to anti-hijacking techniques. And from route selection to parking for maximum safety. Our driver training courses provide a complete understanding of

Range Rover still provides an impressive breadth of capability, extra weight and technical modifications give it different handling characteristics. So it is imperative that

what is involved in protecting lives. They are essential for any driver who takes the threat of a hostile environment seriously. Further details are available on request.

whoever is behind the wheel knows how to use the car to maximum effect. Land Rover armoured vehicle driver training courses are designed to make sure these skills are
learnt. They also teach a lot more. Issues included are wide ranging, covering everything from ABS exercises to the appreciation of weight transfer during change of direction.
30
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SPECIFICATIONS AND OPTIONAL EXTRAS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
ENGINE
Type
Max power (DIN net)
Max Torque
Bore (mm)
Stroke (mm)
Compression Ratio
Transmission
BRAKES
Front Size (mm)
Type
Rear Size (mm)
Type
ABS System

particularly high level of security.

Naturally aspirated 4.4 litre V8 Petrol
306bhp (225kW) @ 5,750rpm
325 lb/ft (440Nm) @ 4,000rpm
88.0
90.3
10.5:1
6-speed automatic

The Armoured Range Rover meets
these demands through a
comprehensive range of standard
features and with a choice of

378
Vented disc / 6 pot calliper
378
Vented disc / 4 pot calliper
Bosch DSC8

Wheelbase 2,880mm

Rear wheel track 1,625.3mm

safety options.

TANK CAPACITY

*

Goodyear F1 EMT 255/55 R19 Run Flat

Please consult Land Rover for details of changes associated with option fitment.
Kerb weights reflect vehicles to standard specifications. Optional extras increase weight.
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Intercom system

Boot mounted oxygen and fire extinguisher

Underbonnet fire extinguisher

3775
4085
Length 4,972mm

WHEEL DESIGN
19-Inch, 7-Spoke alloys
Tyre specification

Covert emergency lighting

Height,
1,902mm

105 litres
WEIGHT*
Kerb Weight (kg)
Gross Vehicle Weight (kg)

Certain environments can demand a

Width 2,034mm mirrors folded
2,192mm mirrors out.

Front wheel track 1,629.4mm

ARMOURED OPTIONS

STANDARD FEATURES

Global After Sales support service
Armoured vehicle driver training
Siren
Fire suppressant system
Oxygen system
Covert lights
Front window lift
Rear window lift
Tinted side and rear glass
Split charge
Tamper proof exhaust
Self-sealing fuel tank
Alternating flashing headlamps

Oxford Leather
Burr walnut finish
Bi-Xenon adaptive front headlights
Rear view camera
VentureCam wireless camera
LOGIC7™ harmon/kardon®
Tyre pressure monitoring system
On board computer
Personal telephone integration
7" touch screen with 4x4 information
Intercom
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IMPORTANT NOTICE: The colours reproduced here are subject to the limitations of the
printing process and may therefore vary slightly from the actual vehicle.
The company reserves the right to alter or withdraw any colour finish without notice.
Certain specifications are built to customer special order. For delivery availability
information, please consult Land Rover.

Land Rover take the utmost care in ensuring that all the details in this publication are
correct at the time of going to press, we are constantly striving for improvement and
therefore reserve the right to alter specifications and equipment without notice. Some
vehicles may be shown with accessories or optional equipment fitted. These products
vary from market to market, please consult Land Rover who will be pleased to advise
you on current specifications. Distributors and Dealers are not agents of Land Rover
and have absolutely no authority to bind Land Rover to any express or implied
undertaking or representation.

Land Rover, Banbury Road, Gaydon
Warwick CV35 0RR
www.landrover.com
armoured@landrover.com
© Land Rover 2005. Publication Number: LRML 2234/05
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